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Gary:

VolusiaExposed is working on an article regarding the Patricia
Marianetti (attempted suicide by cop) incident.

It would appear via other media outlets, that the VCSO has expressed 
a desire not to criminally charge Marianetti. ***** Can you confirm 
that the VCSO does not intend to file criminal charges? ******

While we here at VX are not necessarily in disagreement with the VCSO
apparent position of not filing criminal charges (misuse of the 911
system), we, however, do have some concerns, when comparing the
Marianetti situation with the Clark and Welch situations.

A record check of Ms. Clark indicates no prior criminal record – but 
she was charged and prosecuted for misuse of the 911 system. While
Marianetti does have a past criminal history, that includes a DUI
arrest. 
http://www.volusiaexposed.com/vcso/clark911.html

Desarea Clark

While Marianetti does have apparent mental health issues – so did Mr.
Welch – and he too was arrested by the VCSO for misuse of the 911
system. It's understood that Mr. Welch had substance abuse issues, 
but so does Marianetti apparently (the past DUI arrest).

http://cfnews13.com/content/news/cfnews13/news/article.html/content/n
ews/articles/cfn/2012/9/4/orange_city_man_arre.html
Mark Welch

Apparently in the Clark incident, the VCSO held the position that one
can not use the 911 system to complain about a deputy's work
performance.

Apparently in the Welch situation, the VCSO held the position that 
one can not call 911 during a mental health / drug induced “dream / 
trip”.

And now apparently, in the Marianetti incident, it has become
appropriate to call 911 – lie about someone breaking into your home, 
lie about having a gun, and then goat a deputy into shooting you 
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(attempted suicide by cop)

Therefore, without some type of explanation from the VCSO – some in 
the public might conclude (or at least question) whether other issues
influenced the VCSO's decisions regarding the three separate 
incidents. As well as question, what the proper procedures and / or 
reasons are for calling 911.

We look forward to any comments or clarity you can bring.
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